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Part of the National Strategy

Proven to be effective

Anyone can implement it



Suicide attempts are frequently impulsive
Many people who attempt are ambivalent
People do not typically substitute means
Many people who attempt do not go on to die 
by suicide

Means MatterMeans Matter



AwarenessCulture Change AwarenessCulture Change

CommunicationAction

dEducation



Among survivors of near fatal suicides, when 
asked about time from their decision

to proceed with suicide and the attempt:
24% id l h 5 i24% said less than 5 minutes
47% more said an hour or less

Youth are particularly impulsive



90% of those who survive a nearly lethal 
attempt do not go on to die by suicide 
(Owens, Horrocks and House, British Journal 
of Psychiatry 2002)of Psychiatry, 2002)
92% of those prevented from jumping off the 
Golden Gate Bridge did not die by suicideGolden Gate Bridge did not die by suicide

Those who survived the jump from the 
Golden Gate Bridge reported regret at their 

action once they lost their grip of the bridge
(J Kevin Hines).



Gas Composition (Great Britain)
Bridge Study (DC)Bridge Study (DC)

Ambivalence
Impulsivity

Buying Time
Saving Lives 



Self-asphyxiation by domestic
gas, Great Britain
Pre-1957: Proportion of suicides = 40%
1957-1970: Transition from coal to natural gas:
CO content went from 12% to 2%
1971: Proportion of suicides = 10%
Overall suicide rate: Reduced by 26%









Bridge Pre: ’79-’86* Post: ’87-g
’90

Ellington 3.67 0.00

Taft 1.69 2.00

* one suicide during construction. 
Fences completed 1/'86



Awareness
Communication 

EducationEducation
Advocacy

Action





Bridge Rail Foundation:
http://www.bridgerail.org/



What are our community risk factors?

Who needs to be at the table?

How do we educate them?

What is the common denominator?









82% used a firearm belonging to a family 
member, usually a parent.
When storage status was noted, about two-
thirds of the firearms had been storedthirds of the firearms had been stored 
unlocked. 
Among the remaining cases in which theAmong the remaining cases in which the 
firearms had been locked, the youth knew the 
combination or where the key was kept or 
broke into the cabinet. 



Lethal Means Restriction in the Live Free or Die StateLethal Means Restriction in the Live Free or Die State



Political Correctness

“Firearms” not “weapons”

Lethal means “reduction” not “restriction”

It’s not about guns

Training trainers and leaders to understand and 
respect the culturerespect the culture



Connect Training: All participants except first 
responders and law enforcement: n=336responders and law enforcement:  n=336

1) In NH firearms are the method most frequently 
used by those who die by suicideused by those who die by suicide 
Pre-Test:(Answer = True) 29.7% correct
Post-Test: (Answer = True) 98.0% correct

2) Restricting access to lethal means is an effective 
suicide prevention practice 
Pre-Test (Answer = True) 31.8% correct
Post Test: (Answer = True) 95.7% correct



Connect Training: First Responders and Law 
Enforcement n 63Enforcement – n=63

1) In NH firearms are the method most frequently 
used by those who die by suicide 
Pre-Test: (Answer = True) 50.8% correct
Post-Test: (Answer = True) 98.4% correct

2) Restricting access to lethal means is an effective 
suicide prevention practice 
Pre-Test:  (Answer = True) 27.0% correct
Post Test:(Answer = True) 96.7% correct





Hide ammunition and firearm separately?

Gun locks and safes?

The presence of a firearm in the home 
increases the likelihood of suicide in thatincreases the likelihood of suicide in that 
home by 5x compared to a home without a 
firearm, regardless of whether the firearm isfirearm, regardless of whether the firearm is 
properly stored.  (Kellermann et al, 1992)



Media Recommendations & 
Safe Messaging

27



Injury prevention: 
research and practice

Surveys
Safety Checklistsresearch and practice

Medical examiner’s office
Gun shop owners/Firing 
R

Safety Checklists
Interview methods
Dissemination of NSPL 
materialsRanges

Suicide prevention
DHHS: Behavioral 

materials
Educational Outreach
Training programs 

Health/Community Mental 
Health
Private practice/inpatient

Reducing liability
Safety Plans & voluntary 
restriction

A Dialogue Between Action Steps

Private practice/inpatient
NCIC

g S p



Have your facts & research in place
Contact the right people: passion + process + 
planning=synergy
U lt l iti itUse cultural sensitivity
Story telling with Safe Messaging
Find the common denominatorFind the common denominator
Choose an achievable solution
Publicize and celebrate successesPublicize and celebrate successes
http://www.seacoastonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091120/NEWS/911209979



“Make Every Door the Right Door”Make Every Door the Right Door
Jerry Reed



Ubuntu

Denaa Yeets’

“O lt i ti ”“Our culture is our prevention”

“Can I give you a hug?”Can I give you a hug?
http://www.seacoastonline.com/articles/20100305-NEWS-100309875



CALM: Counseling on Access to Lethal Means: 
Elaine.M.Frank@Dartmouth.edu

Connect: Suicide Prevention & PostventionConnect: Suicide Prevention & Postvention 
Training and Protocols
www.theconnectproject.org:www.theconnectproject.org:


